
 
 
Things have hardly returned to ‘normal’ this week as the interviews for the newly created 
School Leadership positions (Head of Pastoral Care, Director of Teaching and Learning and 
Head of Organisation), have gone ahead despite the Inspection last week.  We had 
committed to a schedule at the time of advertising the roles and wanted to stick to it even it 
meant burning the midnight oil to read through the well-crafted CVs. To delay may have 
meant missing out on a favourite candidate. Having had over fifty applications across the 
three roles, it has been quite a task narrowing the field down, interviewing the strongest 
candidates and hearing their views on what they could bring to Hazelwood’s staff and pupil 
bodies.  I will bring you news of our endeavours when a final decision has been made.  I was 
delighted with the response to the opportunities.  We have attracted both a healthy and 
interesting field with candidates applying from some well-known schools at home and from 
overseas; a sign that Hazelwood School, and all that engaged the Inspectors last week, is 
gaining both a national and international reputation.  Lesson observations were taught in 
The Box and it was interesting to watch as the visiting teachers overcame their own 
interview nerves to get to grips with a very different way of teaching and environment in 
which to teach.  As expected, the pupils of Hazelwood rose to the occasion, quickly making 
the men and women feel at ease and able to give of their best.  All were impressed with the 
facility and with the school’s vision to be at the forefront of the digitally literate revolution.  
Our ambition is to appoint the very best candidate for each role and to have them in post for 
September 2019 for the start of the new academic year.  My thanks go to Lorraine Ashlin 
who has masterminded what has been quite a complicated four days of interviews, site 
tours, group tasks and observed teaching.  Everything ran like clockwork!  
 
Speaking of clocks, the school is finally in a position next week to place the order for an 
outside clock which will sit proudly on the front elevation of the Baily Building to look out 
across the courts and playing fields.  The clock has been made possible by donations 
received from two departing groups of Year 8 leavers and individuals who shared the 
school’s desire to have children able to see for themselves when it was time to come back to 
lessons at the end of fruit and lunchtime breaks!  Sourcing a magnificent timepiece which 
can withstand the vagaries of the great outdoors, and keep regimented and accurate time, 
has not been easy. Once tracked down, the challenge then became getting it, and its power 
source into position. It is ironic, on the one hand, that securing a clock has experienced such 
a time delay.  On the other hand, the research and attention to each detail that has been 
exercised will ensure that we have a fitting tribute to the Classes of 2018 and 2016.  I am 
glad to report that many of the families from the generous year groups are still represented 
within the school.  For the Class of 2016 we are down to our two final siblings so the erection 
of the clock will, to excuse the final pun, be just in the nick of time!   
 
As part of next week’s Health and Safety Week we are staging two initiatives with which we 
would appreciate parental support at home.  The one, Bags Away, is to try and finally help 
address the problem of the children carrying around too much in their bags each day for fear 
of arriving at lessons without the necessary resource. Between the hours of 9am and 
4.30om bags will need to be left in lockers or outside form rooms.  Their contents will have 
been decanted into lockers from where the children will collect text and exercise books for 
their forthcoming lessons.  Support will be given to those children for whom organisation is 
both a challenge and an anathema! The second, Hydration Elation, is to encourage the 
children to take enough water on board during the day for the very many health benefits that 
a well-hydrated being brings to mind and body.  We will be sending home with the children a 



How Glee is your Wee? colour check card.  This should be used nightly to keep hydration up 
at a healthy level.  Please talk to your children about the need to be organised and hydrated.  
If two of the messages of Health and Safety Week can be reinforced at home, we stand a far 
better chance of bringing about a change for the better and for the foreseeable future.   
 

  
 
I am looking forward too to joining one of the daily 1 mile walks which are being staged by 
the Sports Department around the site and taking time out to join Mrs Varcoe for one of her 
Meditation sessions, again at lunchtime, in order to shut out the bustle of the world albeit for 
just twenty minutes.  Health and Safety Week has firmly established itself in the school 
annual calendar and I am glad that it has.  We all need to take responsibility for keeping 
ourselves and those around us, both healthy and safe.  By being part of an interactive and 
engaging week is the best way to raise awareness and maximise involvement.  I hope your 
children enjoy the week as much as the children of Oak marvelled at the visit of the fire 
engine this week as the Early Years site prepared for the week ahead.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 
It would be lovely to find the TOSH overflowing with eager parents from across both school 
sites on Thursday morning.  Mr Cartwright and Mr Tappin have even agreed to turn a slight 
blind eye to dubious parking in the morning as you all abandon cars in your haste to get a 
front row seat!  The coffee will be piping hot which, given this bitterly cold weather, will be a 
blessing.   
 
And finally, the displays outside the Year 5 classrooms have really caught my eye recently.  
They sit under the banner of Dream, Believe, Achieve and are filled with individual word 
clouds for each of the pupils.  The children have thought about and captured their 
characteristics perfectly – those that they feel are true about themselves now, and those 
which they aspire to develop over the course of this calendar year.  It’s a visually stunning 
way in which to capture New Years’ Resolutions and to make them relevant and reflective of 
their lives at school.  If you have a chance to pop by (observing our new visitor protocol of 
course), please do so.  Some are featured on the next page of the Nutshell.   
 

For a list of communications hosted on the Parent Information Portal (PiP) each week please 
see the ‘Notice Board’ further down the Nutshell. 
 

Thank you to everyone who is 
coming along tomorrow night 
to support the HPA’s Burns 
Night Supper.  It promises to 
be a wonderful celebration of 
all things Scottish as well as 
an opportunity to catch up 
with friends after the 
freneticism of Christmas and 
New Year.  Again, as with all 
HPA events, a lot of work has 
gone into the organisation of 
the evening and I hope such 
efforts will be rewarded with a 
fabulous night enjoyed by all.  
The feedback provided by the 
HPA on-line survey, I know, 
has proved very useful to Mrs 
Georgiou and her HPA 
Committee and the Coffee 
Morning next Thursday 31st 
January) will be the first of a 
number of opportunities 
where future plans for the 
shape of the Committee and 
of the events calendar will 
begin to be shared.  A lot of 
respondents to the survey 
offered the HPA their support.  
Thursday would be a great 
time to step forward and be 
counted!   

 



  

 

   

Alicia 

Oska Rosie Frederick 

Grace William 



News from The Nursery & Early Years 

With the weather turning cold this week, the children have been hot on the case of learning 
new and interesting facts. I was particularly impressed with a Skylarks child explaining to me 
how water changes and can be either a solid a liquid or a gas! 
 
In preparation for health and safety week, we were delighted to welcome the Oxted fire crew. 
The children from Robins, Skylarks and Oak enjoyed looking inside the fire engine and 
listening to the firefighters talk about their safety equipment. To top it off one of the visitors 
was indeed called ‘Fireman Sam’! 

This week in Fledglings 1 we have once again been looking at transport. The children have 
enjoyed exploring the small car garage and small cars, the diggers and the tractors. This 
week they have been trying to transport different materials using a variety of dumper trucks 
and trailers. Some of the children have enjoyed tummy time this week in order to try and 
strengthen their muscles and others children have been using furniture and large objects to 
pull themselves up to stand. 

  
 
Fledglings 2 have been exploring ‘Under the Sea’. The children mixed coloured paints on 
their hands then printed onto paper to turn into a fish. They have played a fishing game 
taking turns very nicely and explored a range of sea animals. The children have used wool to 
thread through holes in a paper plate and made sea animal biscuits.  

This week children in Lower Robins have been looking at "The Gruffalo" story.  The children 
were very busy recreating the story in the role-play area and by making large-scale 
characters using painting and sticking. There was a lots of conversation about the animals 
that the little brown mouse meets and most importantly that "there's no such thing as a 
Gruffalo". In addition, children in Lower Robins were so excited to have a visit from Jack 
Frost who decided to freeze animals in the water. There were many questions asked 
about what had happened to the water, which led to some lovely discussions.  

This week the Upper Robins' room has concluded its focus on The Gruffalo book.  We have 
been on a Gruffalo hunt around the nursery looking for the book's characters and finished 
our large display board, which has really brought the story to life for the children. We have 
created individual representations of the Gruffalo at the easel and looked at the text in detail 
to increase our comprehension, language and listening skills. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  
 

 

  
 
Skylarks have had an amazing week! They have loved freezing coloured water to make ice. 
They have been able to talk about how and why it melts. The children particularly enjoyed 
using ice to make marks and looking for ice in different parts of the site, many of them 
noticing that it had not melted in the shaded areas but had done in the sunshine. The 
children have also been building on the fine and gross motor skills by using pencil control 

   In top Robins, the children have been immersed in the story of the Gruffalo.  They have 
been on a Gruffalo hunt of their own and then painted their own Gruffalos ready for the 
classroom display.  Amazing stuff.  Downstairs, the children in Lower Robins too were 
exploring all aspects of the Gruffalo story. They made a giant Gruffalo and had to spread 
the warmth to defrost the animals frozen over after the visit of Jack Frost. 

 



sheets and manipulating malleable materials to build a hut for Percy the park keeper. All the 
children thought the fire engine visit was fabulous. They learnt lots about what firefighters do 
and were fascinated when they watched the hose being used! 
 

  
 

   
 
Oak's learning has focused around themselves. They have completed surveys on hair colour 
and eye colour as well as countless measuring activities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



The highlights of the week were Mrs Taylor's class visit to Pizza Express and the visit of a 
Fire Engine! The children listened intently to what life as a firefighter is like and were 
delighted when the siren was sounded. 
 

  
 

  
 
For more information on the Early Years Foundation Stage, please visit: 
www.foundationyears.org.uk  

 
  
 

  

 

Congratulations to Mr and 
Mrs Kidson whose beautiful 
baby daughter arrived 
unexpectedly as an 
undiagnosed breech last 
Thursday 17th - a little girl 
Alexis Jean Kidson.  She was 
born at 6.11am weighing 7lb 
15oz.  Both mum and baby 
are fine and at home now 
after a short stay in hospital. 
 

 

http://www.foundationyears.org.uk/


News from Hazelwood 

 

 
 

   
 

  

A stunning early morning on Thursday captured on camera, in the main by Mrs Powell, 
reminds us of how beautiful the school site is and how lucky we are to be able to share 
in its magnificence each day.  The views and the reflections are quite breathtaking.  



Swimming Gala Report – Y3, 4, 5 & 6 vs Radnor House 
On Tuesday 22nd January, the Years 3-6 swimming team gathered on poolside to face 
neighbouring school, Radnor House.  On paper, it promised to be tough, and close, 
encounter with Radnor promoting itself locally as a school with a particular strength in and 
focus on swimming.  However, as the gala unfolded, Hazelwood dominated the competition 
from the start, and it was very pleasing to see the hard work that all our swimmers put into 
training really paying off!  The final score gave us a clear 65pt win! 
 

 
 

Some of the Year 3 & 4 swimmers getting ready to compete against Radnor 
 

It can sometimes be a struggle to get up early for morning training, especially with the recent 
cold and dark starts.  That’s why I am always impressed by the commitment and dedication 
of these swimmers!  Well done team!     Miss Lloyd, Head of Swimming 
 

 

Hair today, gone tomorrow! 
Many of you may have been wondering if we had a new member of staff around school 
since the start of term but no, it is just Mr Lloyd having finally had the loooooong overdue 
haircut!  To the dismay of some, to the shock of others and to the completely oblivious, I 
visited the TH1 Salon just before Christmas for a date with the scissors.  
 
As with many things, the mane of hair was grown after the inspiring efforts of the children in 
October 2015 for our first sponsored Little Princess haircut.  It has certainly been a while 
since then but due to the Little Princess Trust changing their requirements I was intent on 
growing my hair as long as possible.  After a little trim and tidy, Thomas chopped away 13 
inches to be sent off to the charity to be made into a lovely long wig for an extremely brave 
young person.  
 

IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE FOR EMS: 
Please could EMS swimmers be escorted to the swimming pool by a responsible 

adult (e.g. parent) for 7.20am (no earlier) via the steps that are round past the 
sports hall.  The slope is too dangerous to go down in this cold weather, with ice 
making it slippery.  It is also still dark in the mornings, so children moving in the 

car park behind willow (with other cars parking up) is not a safe option.  Thank you 
for your co-operation.     



It has been a long process and I too have had my own ups and downs along the way, we all 
do, but the magic of working with children and helping such a cause is the inner strength and 
sense of perspective they provide.  I was surprised to find the cut a far more daunting 
prospect than I had ever imagined but knowing what these children go through, my worries 
paled in comparison.  Truth be told, I had grown quite fond of my hair, being able to swish it 
around like a rockstar and was becoming more reluctant to change this.  However, I knew it 
was going to benefit someone else far more than it would me so, although it felt strange (and 
considerably colder!) I faced the scissors with a certain sense of pride.  I was proud of the 
commitment to taking care of the hair: countless bottles of Head and Shoulders had been 
bought, hours upon hours of brushing and far too many L’Oreal hair flick moments!  The 
greatest satisfaction however, was that I need not gain anything from it other than the joy of 
helping someone else.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It doesn't have to be a big, spectacular project but something that takes effort and dedication 
in order to achieve.  It is that sense of accepting that it won't always be easy but knowing 
that it is SO worth it in the end!     Tom Lloyd 
 
 
 

The Stadium by Lola B Y6 
I went to the Stadium a day too late,  
And all around an eerie silence 
Hung in the air like birds soaring through the sky, 
No chanting, no laughing, no cheering... 
Nothing. 
 
I went to the Stadium a day too late,  
Only the left-over wrappers blowing 
In the wind like angels on their way to heaven, 
No cars in the car park, no coaches, no buses... 
Nothing. 
 
I went to the Stadium a day too late,  
Looking all around me at the empty seats 
As empty as a cold, cruel heart, 
No smiling faces, no children's voices, no happy families... 
Nothing. 

 
 

While reflecting on this 
over the holidays I could 
not help notice the deep 
rooted moral of this 
journey that our children 
can take great strength 
from.  I am not saying 
that everyone should cut 
their hair but we can all, 
in our own little way, do 
something this year that 
will make a difference.   

 

 
 



 
I went to the Stadium a day too late,  
Walking through the maze of corridors,  
As bewildering as a young, lost child,  
No running feel, no smell of sweat,  
No rush, no crush... 
Nothing. 

 
 
 
U11 netball team battle against the freezing temperatures! 

The U11A team travelled to The Hawthorns on a very cold Saturday morning for a netball 
tournament. 

 

The girls were feeling the cold by the end of the morning and found the 5th/6th play-off place 
a tricky task.  

Hazelwood finished a respectable 6th out of 12, with many coaches from other schools 
commenting on how well the team played, especially in attack and in the shooting circle. 
Well done to all the girls, Poppy, Grace, Esme, Amélie, Martha, Lydia, Eloise and Isla. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The team got off to an absolutely 
amazing start, with some dynamic 
attacking play! They beat St Teresa's 
10-1 in the first match.  The team then 
had a break and it took a while for the 
girls to get back into their winning ways. 
They lost 0-7 to Hall Grove and 6-7 to 
Hoebridge, a very closely competitive 
match! The team kept on working hard, 
with many players in defence showing 
their versatility, moving around 
positions.  The team finished on a high, 
beating The Hawthorns 3-2 and 
Micklefield 8-4. 

  

2W were very excited to 
welcome stick insects to their 
classroom this week.  They have 
been researching how to look 
after them and learning about 
how they are adapted to live in 
their special tank.  Miss Wilson 
thinks there are between 10 and 
15 of them but they are so tricky 
to see and count because they 
are well camouflaged and very 
speedy.  At the moment the stick 
insects are only very small 
babies but soon they will grow to 
about the size of an adult’s 
palm.  When we know how many 
stick insects there are 2W are 
going to vote on their names.  

 



 

  

  

 

The Box is a special place where it is possible for the lines between reality and the 
magical digital world can become blurred.   3C had an unexpected treat in The Box 
this week when they found they were going away. 
 

Being on location in their fabulous destinations helped 3C to think about what they 
may need to pack.  Using conjunctions in their sentences, they were inspired to 
produce creative writing.                        Roma Phillimore 
 



 
Young Judo Success! 
 

 
 
On the 15th December 2018, Callum P (second left above) and Raif V (far left below) 
attended the Biggin Hill Judo Intra-Club competition. The Biggin Hill Judo Club Group 
includes students from the Biggin Hill Club and Cudham, St Paul’s Cray, Caterham and 
Hazelwood schools. 
 

This event was well attended and it was Callum and Raif’s first competition and they were 
against more experienced competitors. However, this did not daunt them and they both 
achieved Bronze in their respective categories. The boys from Year 1 both represented the 
school well, showing courage and good sportsmanship throughout their fights.  
 

 

 
Get well soon to Mrs Greenwood who is recovering at home after a foot operation. Please 
bear with us as securing appointments with Mrs Louw may take a little longer as we cover 



 

Gail’s role in her absence.  We will endeavour to keep the levels of service at their very, and 
expected best! 
 
Madame Richards, c’est quoi la Galette des Rois? 
 
 
We’ve all had such a busy time last week that we barely had a minute to celebrate the 
joyous events of the few days before. 
On Friday 11th January, I was invited to Le Club français which is run by Madame Richards 
on Friday afternoons for Years 1 and 2. 
Quelle expérience! 
I got treated to a slice of the Galette hand-made by Madame Richards herself, oui oui oui. 
I nearly managed a drink but all the club members were too engaged asking for “du sirop” in 
French for each other! 
I did not win “la fève” (see below) but I was delighted to have been part of this celebration 
amongst such enthusiastic children who spoke so confidently too. 
Merci Madame Richards, c’était délicieux. Miam miam!  Madame Le Floch 
 

 
 
 
With the arrival of January comes a national obsession with the galette des rois – the “king 
cake.” 
 
If you’re in France, you’ve probably noticed this scrumptious-looking cake, usually topped 
with a golden paper crown, in your local boulangerie (bakery), pâtisserie (pastry shop), 
or supermarché (supermarket) since mid-December. It’s flaky, sweet and best served when 
warm, straight out of the oven. 
 

 
 



But the pleasure brought by a galette des rois isn’t merely due to its delicious taste – it’s also 
the anticipation of wondering whether you will be the lucky one to discover la fève, a tiny 
charm, buried inside one of the slices. If you are, you’re “king for a day” and take your place 
in a 700-year old French tradition. 
 
History 
The French have been serving up galette des rois since the 14th-century. Traditionally, it’s 
served on January 6th – the 12th day of Christmas – to celebrate the Epiphany, a religious 
feast day commemorating the arrival of the Three Kings to the manger where Jesus was 
born. Today, it’s eaten throughout the month of January and is simply a festive way to 
celebrate the new year with family and friends, regardless of religious background. 
 
You’ll typically find two basic styles of galette des rois: In northern France, it’s made of pâte 
feuilleté, puff pastry, and stuffed with a dense, creamy almond paste called frangipane. In 
the south of France, you’ll be eating a brioche-style cake covered with candied fruit. Other 
variations can be found as well, from shortbread-style, popular in Western France, to those 
that have alternate fillings, such as chocolat-poire (chocolate-pear) or raspberry. 
 
Serving Traditions 
Tradition dictates that when serving galette des rois, the entire cake should be divided such 
that each guest receives a slice, plus an extra, symbolic slice for any unexpected visitor, or 
poor person, that should pass by. In this way, everyone has the opportunity to “tirer les rois,” 
– or “draw the kings” – from the cake. 
 
The “king” is represented by the fève, once a fava bean, now a porcelain or plastic figurine, 
hidden inside the cake. The person who discovers the fève in their serving is declared le 
roi (the king) or la reine (the queen) and gets to wear the golden paper couronne (crown) 
that comes with cake. In some families, le roi or la reine gets to choose a royal counterpart 
and is tapped to buy the next galette des rois. 
 
Kids and adults alike can get surprisingly enthusiastic about the winning of the fève – many 
people collect them – and playful accusations of cheating might occur. To avoid this, it is 
traditional during the slicing of the galette to have the youngest child at the gathering slip 
underneath the table to call out the name of the person to receive each slice so the server 
can’t be accused of playing favourites! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It’s 6 Nations time!!!! 
Now that Christmas is out of the way we can 
look forward to the real highlight of the year - 
the rugby 6 Nations! 
 
This year we are running a competition to see 
who can finish top of the Hazelwood Six Nations 
Showdown.  The aim is to predict the winners of 
each match up and how many tries scored on 
each weekend.  Points will be awarded for 
correct predictions bringing us our overall 
champion after the final weekend. 
You can play as a form, as a family or go solo. 
 
Follow this link to submit your predictions... 
 
https://goo.gl/forms/lsDJ2pojhm0ozMpj2 
 
Best of luck to you all and I look forward to 
watching Wales win! 
 

 

 

 

https://goo.gl/forms/lsDJ2pojhm0ozMpj2


  
 
A team of Year 4 girls have taken it upon themselves to follow in the footsteps of Orinoco 
and Uncle Tobermory by setting up a litter pick around the school site during lunch and 
break times.  Our very own Wombles of Wimbledon are doing a terrific job getting into all 
those tight corners where small scraps of litter lie hidden from view.  So far, between them, 
they have collected over 100 assorted items.  Whilst the school is kept tidy and clean, it 
doesn’t hurt having a few extra sets of eyes looking out for the ‘things that the everyday folks 
leave behind!’  The plan is for the girls to raise money for the WWF in return for their efforts.  
The school has therefore agreed to pay them a small financial contribution for every piece of 
litter they find. Mr Tappin’s office bin is now full with all their daily discoveries!  
 
Underground, overground, Wombling free 
The Wombles of Wimbledon Common are we 
Making good use of the things that we find 
Things that the everyday folks leave behind 

Uncle Bulgaria, he can remember the days 
When he wasn't behind the times 
With his map of the world 
Pick up the papers and take them to Tobermory 

Wombles are organised, work as a team 
Wombles are tidy and Wombles are clean 
Underground, overground, Wombling free 
The Wombles of Wimbledon Common are we 
 
People don't notice us, they never see 
Under their noses a Womble may be 
Womble by night and we Womble by day 
Looking for litter to trundle away 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

A fast passed and thrilling match at home for Hazelwood under 13’s A & B teams against 
Hilden Grange School on Wednesday afternoon on the New Field pitch. Players from 
both the A & B teams rotated throughout the match as Hilden Green failed to field two full 
sides. The first half saw a dominant Hazelwood rack up a flurry of tries with the ball 
flowing freely out the line. There was a controlled aggressive drive within the team to 
dominate and they did just that. What must have been a truly inspiring half time talk from 
the visitor’s coach saw the tables turn in the second half. Both teams were fully 
committed and it was a joy to see a real desire to win from both sides. This writer admits 
he lost track of the score, however, consensus was that Hazelwood triumphed 45 to 35. 
A thriller! 
 

 
Eco tourists! 
2K have looked into 
the countries that 
we have visited and 
which countries 
were our favourite. 
  
We created a world 
map showing our 
favourites. We also 
thought about how 
many countries we 
have been to 
altogether. In total, 
we came up with a 
list of 31 countries! 
 



School Play Photographs  
Previously, the professional photographs taken during the Year group plays have been 
made available after the show on the photographer’s website. Parents have been able, at a 
cost, to download the images they require, paying the cost of the privilege to the 
photographer.  The number of prints being ordered has increasingly dwindled signaling 
either that parents do not wish to buy a memento of a fine theatrical performance, or the cost 
of the prints has made their purchase unattractive.  From next week’s Year 4 play, a new 
approach is being followed whereby parents will still be able to access the same quality and 
variety of prints from the show, but for a £6 fee only.  This cost will be added to the summer 
term bill of the year group but all the photos later hosted on a special section of the school 
website, will be available to download for free.  The school hopes that this modest entry fee 
will allow more families to access professional images from which to secure prints or 
collages from any of the reasonably priced online specialists. Who knows, it’s never too later 
to consider turning them into a 2019 calendar or a set of placemats for the family Easter 
lunch! 
 
 

 

Netball players stir up a Storm! 
On Wednesday the senior girls were treated to a netball masterclass from two Surrey Storm 
players - Shadine Van Der Merwe and Sigi Berger. 
 
Shadine is a defender and has represented South Africa at full international level and has 
joined Storm for her first season in England.  She recently represented South Africa in the 
Quad series. 
 
Sigi Burger made her debut for Surrey in the 2018 Vitality Netball Superleague and as a 
shooter represented South Africa in the 2018 Gold Coast Commonwealth Games. 
 
The girls spent 45mins with each player, Shadine focused on defensive play with the girls 
showing that by increasing your ability to catch the ball you were then more able to intercept 
the ball and keep possession.  She also taught them a good way to face mark the player 
until the last moment when you turned to face the ball and intercept the pass. 
 

Congratulations to the 

Podium winners for the 

weekly Year 4 Maths 

Kahoot!  

This week pupils were 

asked a range of 

questions on the all 

topics they have 

covered since the 

beginning of Y4. Well 

done to Tom B, Martha 

C and Harry H! 

 



Sigi focused on attacking play, again reiterating the need to have excellent ball handling 
skills and be able to throw and catch the ball from many different locations.  She then taught 
the girls a new move for the centre pass and a new trick as to how to get away from their 
defender.  Mrs Lowe will be looking out for these new moves in the final weeks of netball. 
 
The players were inspiring and the girls absorbed lots of new drills and skills during the 
session and to finish off we went outside where the Storm players were able to watch our 
girls in a match situation and give a few pointers to improve their game. 
 
A thoroughly inspiring afternoon with two great Surrey Storm players.  
 
 
Maths winners multiply in Primary Challenge 
 

 

The final act in assembly, before the release of news of The Inspection, was celebrating our 
award winners in the annual Primary Maths Challenge.  Taken by pupils in almost 1600 
schools, 'The Primary Mathematics Challenge is a fun and exciting mathematical Challenge 
aimed at pupils in Years 6 and 5.' 

General consensus nationally was that the paper was tougher than the previous year, 
although grade boundaries are adjusted to account for this.  We were delighted to reward so 
many of our mathematicians from Years 6, 5 and, for the first time, Year 4, with Bronze 
Silver and Gold Certificates.  

The top few per cent of pupils are invited to take part in the Bonus Round.  We have missed 
out on this round by just one mark for the past couple of years, so we are thrilled to have not 
just one, but three pupils qualifying for the Bonus Round this year.  Well done to Jennifer M, 
Michael Khan and Camilla S. 

  

Are you as clever as a 10-year-old?!! 
Try one of the trickier questions from 2017 
  
A palindrome, such as 303 or 8668, is a number that remains the same when read 
backwards.  What 3-digit palindrome can you add to 2017 and get a 4-digit palindrome as 
your answer. 



News from the Kitchen 

Please don’t forget that the new menus for both Hazelwood School and the Nursery & Early 
Years are now on their respective websites under The Parents’ Sections. 

Music Timetable 

The weekly music timetable is published to parents on the Parent Information Portal (PIP) 
every Friday and can also be viewed on the Notice Board outside the Sports Hall.  Please 
ensure that your child brings their instrument and music in on the relevant day and is aware 
of their lesson time.  It is also important for them to take their books and instruments home 
when they do not need them in school.  Thank you 
 

 



Sports Department 

 
Match Reports should be taken to Mrs Greenwood or emailed to her on 
headspa@hazelwoodschool.com by Friday afternoon ahead of assembly on Monday 
morning. If your child is nominated as captain, please encourage them to write the report in 
time for the assembly.  The children do like to share their successes with the rest of the 
school.  Thank you. 

              

Notice Board 

Communication sent home this week 
The following letters have been hosted on PiP (main site only) this week.  If you need a 
duplicate copy, please contact the School Office. 
 
Whole school   Internet safety presentation  
Chapel Choir   Lunchtime concert at Caterham School 
 

Are you looking for a babysitter? 
My name is Pippa Lloyd and I am an experienced babysitter, having looked after children of 
all ages. 
I am almost 18 years old and available to work weekends and week day evenings during 
term time and available during the school holidays. 
I live in Oxted and have my own transport. 
I am an ex pupil of Hazelwood and also a regular worker at the Hazelwood Fun Club during 
the holidays. 
I am currently in my final year at A levels at Caterham School. 
I would be happy to supply references. 
If I can help, please contact me on: 
07701 317639 (mob) 
Pippa.lloyd13@outlook.co.uk 
Sent from my iPhone 
 

Key Events for Next Week 

Monday 28 January 
All Week Health and Safety Week  
1515 Netball: U10 A-B v Walthamstow Hall (H)  
1645-1800 Year 6 Play Rehearsal  
 
Tuesday 29 January 
0900-1030 Year 4 Play Technical Run Through to Years 2, 3 and 5  
1430 Netball: U8 A-C v Granville (H)  
1645-1800 Year 6 Play Rehearsal  
 
Wednesday 30 January 
0915 Year 4 Play Performance  
1430 Rugby: U13A and U10 B-C v Sevenoaks Prep (A)  
1430 Rugby: U12 A-B and U11 B-C v Sevenoaks Prep (H)  
1445 Netball: U13 A-D v Downsend (A)  
1400 Netball: U11B Hawthorns’ Tournament (A)  
1430 Netball: U10 A-B v Derwent Lodge (A) 
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Thursday 31 January 
0930-1030 Oak (DS) Trip to Pizza Express  
1025-1050 School Council Meeting  
1430 Rugby: U9 B & D v Sevenoaks Prep (A)  
Rugby: U8 A-C v Sevenoaks Prep (H)  
Netball: U9 A-C v Walthamstow Hall (H)  
Swimming: U10-13 v Hawthorns (A)  
1800 Year 4 Play Performance  
 
FEBRUARY  
Saturday 2  
1000- 1300 Rugby: U11A Tournament at Solefield (A) 
 
 

 



 
 



 


